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A Fish R iding a Bicy c l e

T

here is a greater story out there. The story is in the circle. You are always searching for answers. Many of the answers are in front of you.
Most of you can’t see them because you look in straight
lines, but the answers are in the circle.

It is the story of the three-dimensional reality versus the
multidimensional reality. Explaining multidimensional reality to a human is like explaining to a ﬁsh how to ride a bicycle. It is a diﬀerent reality; so much so, that the only way
for us to describe it is through metaphors. Although metaphors do not tell the real story, they convey the feeling.

The ﬁrst obstacle in bringing our reality closer to you
is the barrier of time. In your reality, everything has a
before and an after. In your language, you have past, present, and future with each verb. How do we then bring to
you something that is so diﬀerent from the reality that
you are accustomed to? Just tell us how it all began, you
say. Was there a big bang? With all love, we must tell
you that it never began. It always was. As for the big
bang, there were many of them and they did not start
anything. The bangs are an integral part of creation, and
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you were there when it happened. Some of you may say,
that is not possible. That was billions of years ago, and there
was no earth and no galaxy before the big bang. How is it
possible that we witnessed it? My dear angels, we told you
that you were old, didn’t we? You mean to tell us that we
were there when it all began? Yes, dear humans, and even
before it all began. You were here when it was just in the
planning phase. So how long will it last?, some of you may
wonder. What will be the end of us? Will it be when our
sun dies? You are eternal, dear human. When your sun
dies, you will move to a diﬀerent planet and do what you
do. You will take a body and be part of creation through
that body in a diﬀerent part of the universe. You mean to
tell us, some may ask, that we will outlast the sun? Yes, dear
human, this sun of yours and many others. You are eternal. We know your limitation. When we say eternal, you
look for a beginning and an end. You are built that way.
When we say no time, you ask then, what’s next? That is
why we love you so much.
You created a reality unique for you so you could learn
about yourself. Why would I do such a thing?, some may
ask. It is because you collectively are the creator. This is
what you do. You learn about energy so you can continue
to create and explore that which is you. As you create,
you learn about yourself and so the circle grows.
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We told you about the circle. You are it. Your lesson
on earth is still part of the circle, but you cannot see it.
You only see linear lines because you are in the dimension
of time. In your dimension there must be a before and
an after. In our reality there is a circle and you can get to
any part of the circle from where you stand. In the circle
there is no time. What was, is, and will be is all there to
be viewed. More so, even the potentials that were supposed to happen but did not can be viewed.
Some may say, you are confusing us. If something happened in the past, it already happened and we understand that
you can see it, but how can you see the future? As we hug you
we answer that we see all your potentials. We cannot see
which one you will choose. That is your free choice, and
it is sacred. No one can tell which future you may choose.
All your probabilities exist and we can see them. Some
of you may wonder about prophecies. Nostradamus saw
what was coming. How did he do it? We tell you with
all love that he saw the probability, and he took a guess.
It was a good guess, and at times he was correct and at
times he was not. He predicted the Armageddon close to
the end of the millennium. We wish to tell you that what
he saw was a very reasonable probability, and you were
on track to fulﬁll it for many years. We also wish to tell
you that you have changed it in the past thirty years. You
could have had a planet without people and only plants
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and animals and you chose to stay. Does it tell you a little
about your power?
How useful is that information to us? What should we do
with it?, some of you may ask. Know that you are eternal
and that you are the creator of that which we call earth
lessons. Know that whatever you do, you can undo because you can switch one potential with another, one reality with another, one channel with another.
You are on the eve of a new era. It is you who chose to
vibrate higher and change your future. Your future was a
probability, and you have chosen a diﬀerent probability, a
truly grand one, and you are on track to graduate. We wish
to impart to you that your time, as you know it, is collapsing. You are experiencing an acceleration of time as you
know it. What it means is that various dimensions are colliding and you will begin to experience multiple realities simultaneously. It means that it can get very confusing for

you unless you develop your extrasensory abilities so you
can maneuver yourself.
What will I experience?, you may ask. You are already
experiencing a shift in the magnetic ﬁelds of the planet.
Time as it used to tick for thousands of years is changing
now. Your dimension is colliding with other dimensions
and we wish you to prepare for sights that you are not
used to. You may encounter yourself in your own past
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from another life. It can be very unnerving, although it
doesn’t have to be. You may experience all your past lives
as they are happening at the present. You see, all the lives
that you have ever lived are in that circle that we spoke of.
You are still working the land with your mule or rowing
your canoe up the stream. It is all there and it is happening simultaneously with the life that you are leading now.
We can see your past lives, because in our reality they are
happening now. All of the yous in the many forms that
you took in all of your existences are in the now. That is
why we urge you to learn to be in the now, because the
now is truly all you have. Being in the now will prepare
you for a reality where the dimensions of time collide and
you may ﬁnd yourself as you were 150 years ago.
We ask you to rely on your feeling and not on your
sense, because things will not make sense anymore. As
your dimension collides with other dimensions, your
brain will not be able to place your experiences into the
3-D box, and you may go into fear, blocking the magniﬁcence of this event. You can choose not to use fear. If
your feeling centers are open, you will know that what
you see is a shift in consciousness and you will be able
to integrate the new reality into your feeling center. You
are at a place that no human has entered in your biology
since you walked on earth.
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The universe is shifting around you, allowing your biology to change so you can integrate your sense of reality
with the reality of multi-dimensions. There are those of
you who may say, this is too scary. Where should we hide?
We wish to tell you that your home is getting closer to
your earth experience. When you are with us, what we
speak of is your reality. As you walk in duality and the
biology of a human, all this “truth” is hidden from you.
As you get closer to graduating from your test, the oncehidden reality unveils itself. You will begin to experience
more of the reality of angels free of duality. You will begin to experience the reality that is behind the veil.
Are you scared of love? Maybe you are scared of peace.
Can you tolerate an angelic sense of humor? If love and
peace are not scary, maybe you should consider sticking
around, because they are coming, if you choose to allow
them.
It is a choice and we must tell you that there are those
who wish to stay with the reality of the old. They may not
experience the shift and collapse of time the way you do.
They might experience fear and create a reality very different from the one we are describing. As dimensions collapse into each other, there may be more than one reality
on the playing ﬁeld. One reality can be called heaven, and
the other may be called hell. One may experience despair
and the other bliss. Both will be on earth in their bodies
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in this dimension and both will experience that which they
choose. Their experiences, however, will be very diﬀerent.

That is why we urge you to learn to identify your reality
based on emotions and to ﬁnd the subtle. You are at a
crossroad, and your feelings steer you to experience that
which we call bliss or that which we can deﬁne as despair.
We urge you to vibrate higher so you can decipher what
is happening.
You are about to experience the ride of your life and
we are your cheerleaders. We are in love with you and
excited about your prospects. We wish you to be prepared so you will know what it is that you are experiencing. We wish you to be ready so you can enjoy this ride.
After all, you stood in line to be on earth at this time.
You said that you would not miss it for the world. You
knew about Armageddon and you still took a body. You
have changed your path and you are on the most glorious
potential. We love you and we want you to be able to take
it all in, and so be it.
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